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TRIX 510 Wireless Gamepad 

Lorgar TRIX 510 is a multi-platform wireless controller optimized for gaming on PC (Windows, iOS), 
Android, iOS, Nintendo Switch and PS3.



Due to wireless connection with technology BT 5.0 you play up to 10 m from computer/monitor.



Rechargeable lithium-ion battery 600 mAh makes possible to play nonstop up to 8 hours on a single 
charge, and keep playing while the controller charges.



Placement of all control elements is common for most of gamepads, so you can change your old gamepad 
for a Trix 510 without any discomfort.



2 vibration motors respond on your actions, help to control playing and enjoy tactile contact.



Embedded motion sensor repeats your body movement for intuitive control while playing in Nintendo 
Switch.



Led lightings on the button makes comfort playing even in the dark.



Plug and play technology lets you easily connect gamepad to the gaming device without any additional 
software.



Enjoy the gaming with gamepad Trix 510!
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Multi-platform wireless controller optimized 
for gaming on Windows, Android, iOS, 
Nintendo Switch and PS3



Wireless connection

1 2

BT 5.0



Up to 10m working distance



High capacity battery

600 mAh up to 8h playing time

A rechargeable lithium-ion battery 600 mAh makes 
possible to play  nonstop up to 8 hours on a single charge, 

and keep playing while the controller charges.



16 buttons

Placement of all control elements is 
common for most of gamepads, so you can 
change your old gamepad for a Trix 510 
without any discomfort.



Vibration feedback

2 vibration motors respond on 
your actions, help to control 

playing and enjoy tactile contact.



Motion sensor

Embedded motion sensor repeats your 
body movement for intuitive control 
while playing in Nintendo Switch



LED-backlight

Led backlight on the button makes 
comfort playing even in the dark



Plug & Play

Plug and play technology lets you easily 
connect gamepad to the gaming device 
without any additional software



Keychain inside

Don’t forget to get your keychain 

from Lorgar before you dispose 

of the packaging!




Technical features

Wireless connection BT 5.0 Charge via Type-C port 

16 buttons
Compatible with: Nintendo Switch /�
Android / Windows / PS3 / iOS


LED buttons backlight Plug and Play 

Vibration feedback Size: 152 x 102 x 60.5 mm

Motion sensor (Nintendo switch) Weight: 200 g

High capacity battery : 600 mAh  Warranty 2 years


